A further insight into Sky Q
Robert A Calaz C Eng

The previous article in Autumn 2018 introduced
Sky Q as an extension of the SCR concept using
a wideband LNB and dSCR technology . Sky now
offer Sky Q receivers to all new customers, fitted
exclusively by their own staff who must interface
with CAI installers who provided the IRS cable
distribution network . This article updates our
thinking in this regard .

are available with an input selector to cope with
2 satellite inputs on four input cables using 2x
wideband LNBs . This is the equivalent to a nine
wire IRS, to cater for two satellite locations, but
only using 4 satellite trunk cables and 1 terrestrial
trunk . Such switches can be cascaded to cope
with large systems .

dSCR Copper Networks
Conventional IRS networks relay satellite signals
at IF frequencies in the frequency band 9502150MHz (see diagram below) .
A DSCR switch should be able to cater for all
requirements, including Sky Q, Sky HD, Freesat
and Freeview . It should have a number of outputs,
each of which can be independently used to
provide either a conventional (legacy) multiswitch
service for FreeSat or classic Sky+HD or a SCR
feed for a Sky Q receiver . Sky+HD recievers with
SCR capability can be fed via a single cable and
the use of a passive 2way splitter . Some versions
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SCR switches can also be connected directly
to a legacy cable backbone network (Example
1) . Their current consumption and voltage must

be taken into account . The preferred and best
practice method is to split or tap off from the
main backbone and electrically isolate the two
systems, as they are often connected to separate
power supplies (Example 2) .
Some dSCR switches can only be ‘Locally’
powered i .e . via a power supply at the headend,
and this will always be the preferred primary
option, and a mains power socket should be
provided at each switch location . Other dSCR
switches have the capability to be powered via
the subscriber cable via a Power Inserter or
Injector – as the Sky Q boxes cannot deliver the
required power levels on their own, in which case
a Power Inserter must be provided for each flat by
the installer . Sky do NOT supply power inserters
for third party dSCR multiswitches .
For 2 or more PSUs, they must be DC isolated
from each other .

Of course, the system could be designed just for
Sky Q receivers:

However, it would
make more sense
to run a dual feed to
each flat to enable
backward compatibility
with Sky+HD and
FreeSat as well as
Terrestrial .
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Sky Tests
It is recommended that installers check signal
levels on all transponders as this is what a Sky
engineer will do before installing Q . A current and
up-to-date Sky transponder list is available from
the CAI website . Most service engineers start by
checking signal levels on transponder 39 (12460
HH – Sky Sports HD) and on transponders 64
and 65 – the weakest ones .
Sky’s own installers sometimes have to fit Sky Q
receivers on to IRS networks previously installed
and maintained by others . They are equipped
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with sophisticated test equipment capable of
measuring the technical parameters of the existing
backbone cable network . Their “Skymaster”
spectrum analysers can be coupled with iPads to
print out the performance figures of each satellite
transponder as used on their platform, highlighting
those who do not meet the required performance
specification . A PDF of the results can then be
passed to the customer who can then pass these
onto the company responsible for the maintenance
of the system to assist with the identification
and rectification of problems before the Sky Q
installation can proceed .
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These meters can measure and display the
performance of all transponders used by Sky
in approx . 90 seconds, summarising the overall
performance of each as pass (green), marginal
(orange) or fail (red), as can be seen in the
screenshot .

Hardware for new systems
Typical hardware for both legacy and Sky Q
systems is shown below:
A dCSS-422 (“Plug-In dSCR Adapter):
This is what Sky engineers are predominantly
installing onto existing systems to enable the
reception of Sky Q .
This requires 4 inputs
from a conventional
multiswitch
output
ports (IF) and will
output 2x Legacy +
Terrestrial and 2x SCR
+ Legacy (…when
powered) + Terrestrial .

The Unitron switches pictured can take an
input between 65-100dBuV and have Auto
Gain Control (AGC) which will output at approx .
85dBuV from the subscriber ports when the port
is in SCR mode only – there is no AGC when
outputting in Legacy mode .
Other manufacturers switches do vary so be
sure to install according to the manufacturer’s
recommendations .
The next schematic shows an existing IRS
network upgraded by a Sky engineer to enable a
customer to receive Q:

The Input levels into this unit need to be between
65 & 85dBuV – any higher will start to overdrive
the legacy signals on the two legacy output ports .
Digital Single Cable Routers:
dSCR Multiswitches are designed to be
incorporated into the backbone of a system and
fed by the 4 bands and polarities along with the
terrestrial .
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This is where the Sky engineer will need to
ensure that the output of the multiswitch (…input
into the dCSS), is between 65-85dBuV so as not
to ‘overdrive’ the legacy outputs of the dCSS .

Fibre
Sky Q dSCR switches are also available with a
fibre input . An elegant solution for new apartment
blocks would be to install a single fibre network
to each apartment, terminating in a “Gateway
Termination Unit” (GTU) at each Sky Q receiver
location:

Typical launch equipment is shown alongside . The
fibre output from a wholeband LNB is combined
with the terrestrial signals and launched on to a
fibre cable network – usually underground . GTU
switches then convert the signals to the Sky Q
format .
Fibre joints must be adequately protected .
Fibre fusion splicing and trouble-shooting
equipment has recently fallen dramatically in price
to the point where it is now affordable for most
installers, and CAI offer a very comprehensive
training course on fibre installation techniques .
95% of issues on fibre sites can be attributed to
poor connections or not ensuring that fibres are
spotlessly clean .
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